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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re working with Fall Equinox, a very potent and psychic Full Moon, some energies with
Neptune and a few other things that basically call our attention towards water, and Aquarian or
Aquarius energies.
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The vibrations are quite suitable for working with the healing of the Oceans. Now I added Earth
into the title because of course of the relationship and how the life forms all interconnect upon the
planet.
So what I want to do here is channel some healing energy into the Ocean floor. Now normally I
think most would send the energy to the water molecules and certainly I do recommend Dr.
Emoto’s Water Prayer. Just talking to ocean molecules, ocean waters, saying: “I am sorry. Please
forgive me. Thank you. I love you.” And you might want to add: “You are enlightened and I see
you.”
This is calling forth another dimension. You can also do that with your own consciousness. “You are
enlightened and I see You.” As we work for the prayer for all beings to reach enlightenment, that is
what brings about World Peace. So a very good thing to work with if you are so inclined.
Now into the ocean floor, I want to send a very deep purple color. A very dark, deep, rich looking,
a substantial looking purple color, and just see it coating the ocean floor, even very, very, very
deep parts. We want to just see that purple liner, if you will, protecting the floor of the Oceans,
even underwater volcanoes. You want to see them coated with this deep purple color.
Then into the Ocean water we send a very pale pink, a little bit effervescent, or shimmery color to
it and you especially want to see it on the surface of the water, working with the surface tension of
the water but you could see the whole Ocean that color as well too.
If you have any images you can pull that shows kind of a side section of what the Ocean floor looks
like and then color them in those two colors: the deep purple and the pale pink, maybe a little bit
of glitter on top of the pale pink for the Ocean part. That would also help with the imagery. These
are healing vibrations done with color and they do help heal the Oceans and the Earth.
Alright dear ones. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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